
* ^ 7 1 . (Four Tunes Amended) An image processing method for converting data

^ /
^
^dependent on a first illuminating light into data dependent on a second illuminating light,

I comprising the steps of:

storing conversion\iata for plural illuminating lights having different

characteristics;

selecting two or more ilkiminating lights from the plural illuminating lights

according to the second illuminating lighl^

generating data indicating aWoportion of synthesis of conversion data for

the selected plural illuminating lights, corresponding to the second illuminating light;

generating a first conversion condition from the conversion data for the

selected plural illuminating lights according to th^ data indicating the proportion of

synthesis;

generating a second conversion condition based on color temperature

information of the second illuminating light; and

converting data dependent on the first illukiinating light into data dependent

on the second illuminating light using the first conversion condition and the second

conversion condition.

2. (Unchanged From Prior Version) An image processing method

according to claim 1, wherein the plural illuminating lights are different in color rendering

property.
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3. (Unchanged From Prior Version) An image processing method

according to claim 1, wherein data indicating proportions ofplural syntheses are stored in

advance according to kinds of illuminating light.

4. (Unchanged From Prior Version) An image processing method

according to claim 3, wherein the kind ofthe second illuminating light is designated by a

user and the data indicating the proportion of synthesis are selected according to the

designated kind ofthe second illuminating light.

5. (Unchanged From Prior Version) An image processing method

according to claim 1, wherein the data indicating the proportion of synthesis are generated

according to a manual instruction ofa user.

6. (Unchanged From Prior Version) An image processing method

according to claim 1, wherein the data indicating the proportion ofsynthesis are generated

according to an output from a sensor for measuring illuminating light.

7. (Unchanged From Prior Version) An image processing method

according to claim 1 , wherein the conversion data are matrix data.
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8. (For|r Times Amended) An image processing apparatus for converting

data dependent on a firs^illuminating light into data dependent on a second illuminating

light, comprising:

a data storinAunit for storing conversion data for plural illuminating lights

having different characteristics

a processor for selecting two or more illuminating lights from the plural

illuminating lights according to thfe second illuminating light;

an instructing unit foa generating data indicating a proportion of synthesis of

conversion data for the selected pluralylluminating lights, corresponding to the second

illuminating light;

a first calculating unit for kenerating a first conversion condition from the

conversion data for the selected plural illunjinating lights according to the data indicating

the proportion of synthesis;

a second calculating unit for generating a second conversion condition

based on color temperature information of the Second illuminating light; and

a converting unit for converting data dependent on the first illuminating

light into data dependent on the second illuminating light using the first conversion

condition and the second conversion condition.

9. (Four Times Amended) A computer readable recording medium storing

a program for converting data dependent on a first illuminating light into data dependent

on a second illuminating light, said program comprising the steps of:
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storing conversion data for plural illuminating lights having different

characteristics;

selecting two oWore illuminating lights from the plural illuminating lights

according to the second illuminating light;

generating data indicating a proportion of synthesis of conversion data for

the selected plural illuminating light! corresponding to the second illuminating light;

generating a first conversion condition from the conversion data for the

selected plural illuminating lights according to the data indicating the proportion of

synthesis;

generating a second conversion condition based on color temperature

information of the second illuminating light;W
converting data dependent on the first illuminating light into data dependent

on the second illuminating light using the first conversion condition and the second

conversion condition.

19. (Amended) AnWage processing method for converting data dependent

^^n a first illuminating light into data dependent on a second illuminating light, comprising

the steps of:

storing conversion dat^ for plural illuminating lights having different

characteristics;

selecting two or more illuminating lights from the plural illuminating lights

according to the second illuminating lig^t;
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generating datayndicating a proportion of synthesis of conversion data for

the selected plural illuminating lights, according to a manual instruction input by a user;

generating a convWon condition from the conversion data for the selected

plural illuminating lights according: to the data indicating the proportion of synthesis;

converting data dependent on the first illuminating light into data dependent

on the second illuminating light, based on the conversion condition; and

providing a preview of a processing result of the generated conversion

condition.

20. (Amended) An image processing method acceding to claim 19 further

comprising a step of inputting the manual instruction by the i6er using a user interface,

wherein the user interface displays a patcj/that has been converted using the

conversion condition.

i /21. (Amended) An image processing method according to claim 19 further

comprising a step of inputting the manual instruction by the user using a user interface,

wherein the user interface displays an original image that has been

converted using the conversion condition.

22. (Amended^An image processing apparatus for converting data

dependent on a first illumjpating light into data dependent on a second illuminating light,

comprising:



a data storing unit for storing conversion data for plural illun^nating lights

having different characteristics;

a processor for selecting two or more illuminating ligKts from the plural

illuminating lights according to the second illuminating light;

an instructing unit for generating data indicating a proportion of synthesis of

conversion data for the selected plural illuminating lightsy&ccording to a manual

instruction input by a user;

a calculatin^jmAit for generating a c^iversion condition from the conversion

data for the selected plural illuminating lights according to the data indicating the

fc
proportion of synthesis;

a converting unit for converting data dependent on the first illuminating

light into data dependent on the second ijluminating light, based on the conversion

condition; and

a preview unit for providing a preview of a processing result of the

generated conversion condition.

23. (Amendeo) A computer readable recording medium storing a program

for converting data dependent on a first illuminating light into data dependent on a second

illuminating light, said program comprising the steps of:

storingyconversion data for plural illuminating lights having different

characteristics;
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